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Each pair of braces will be secured with two lag screws,
two by five-sixteenth inches, and one lag screw three by five-sixteenth inches dimensions each, with washers complete.
Pins.—All cross arms carrying- No. i or larger wire will be furnished with the best quality ol locust pins and for smaller wires with the best quality of white oak pins all with one and and one half inch diameter tenons. The interior pins shall be eight inches from centers of cross arms and other spacings of pins 12 inches between centers.
The pins shall he covered with "P. & B."'paint compound, shall fit closely in the cross arm mortises, and shall be secured with steel nails.
Insulators.—Each pin shall have one of the best deep groove glass insulators of double petticoat pattern,
Pole Steps.—Screw pole steps of five eighths by ei^ht inch wrought iron, galvanized, shall be placed on each pole on which there is a lightning arrester, transformer or cut-out, The lowest step shall be at eijjht feet from the ground and other steps at eighteen inches between centers vertically, hut alternately on the opposite side of the poles.
Wire Circuits.—J\\\ of the circuits are to be of pure copper, of at least 95 per cent, conductivity, drawn true to gauge and of the best quality in every respect as electrical conductor wires.
The diameters of the circuit wires as herein described are stated in the dimensions of the Brown & Sharp gauge. The wires in the power house will have the best water proof insulation. The wires in all alternating current feeders and circuits are to have the best weather proof insulation of standard double braided and compounded coverings.
The arrangements of the power circuits on the poles from the power station to West Avenue are shown on an accompanying plan and the arrangements of the main alternating circuits and arc circuits are similarly .shown on another plan.
On the top of the two main pole lines above described there will be one guard or protection galvanized iron .standard barbed double fence wire to be strung on pony insulators, and effectively grounded at distances not exceeding 500 feet.
All joints in wires must; have full and durable contact and be soldered in the best manner so that the joints .shall hold and maintain a degree of conductivity at least equal to that of the wires connected. All joints so made* shall be thoroughly washed in an acid neutralizing solution and well wrapped with insulating tape, and the finishing end of the tape shall be wrapped with copper wire. 'I he insulation resistance of the . joint is to be equal to the insulation resistance on other parts of the line.

